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Preliminary investigation to improve nursing students ability to provide holistic care
Dale M Hilty
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In Waterman’s (2007) dissertation, nursing students emphasized Watson’s Holistic Carative exemplars of respect, knowledge, 
being responsible, considering outcomes of caring, competence, effective communication skills, developing a trusting 

relationship, advocating, flexibility, and assisting the patient to reach their highest level of wellness. Two major areas of focus 
illustrated students not incorporating the exemplars in clinical practice.  First, during a senior precepted clinical rotation where 
faculty receives student handoff report about their patients, students may not demonstrate the carative exemplars.  For example, 
students often repeat the unprofessional language (e.g., “frequent flyer”, diagnostic labels, “drug seeker”) used by some staff 
nurses. Prejudicial language can result in objectification which appears to influence nursing student indifference as opposed 
to kindness, separation vs. being present, and disengagement vs. engagement in caregiving. Second, students frequently focus 
on skills and task performance and are inattentive to the holistic care of the patient. This lack of patient-centered focus can 
adversely impact the patient, leading to ineffective and worsening health care outcomes. Our primary purpose was to explore 
the degree of compassion towards patients by junior and senior level nursing students. Six scales were selected: kindness, 
indifference, common humanity, separation, mindfulness, and disengagement.  The correlational findings (N=41) revealed 
statistically significant positive associations among kindness, common humanity, and mindfulness scales (ranging from .554 
to .782), and negative relationships with indifference, separation, and disengagement (-.296, to -.601). An intervention based 
on these findings may increase the compliance with holistic and professional behaviors.
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